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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED 

NOTES ON THE THEORY OF INDUCED POLARIZATION 

AND THE METHOD OF FIELD OPERATION 

Induced Polarization as a geophysical measurement refers 

to the blocking action or polarization of metallic or electronic 

conductors in a medium of ionic solution conduction. 

This electro-chemical phenomenon occurs wherever 

electrical current is passed through an area which contains metallic 

minerals such as base metal sulphides. Normally, when current is 

passed through the ground, as in resistivity measurements, all of the 

w 
conduction takes place through ions present in the water content of the 

rock, or soil, i. e. by ionic conduction. This is because almost all 

minerals have a much higher specific resistivity than ground water. 

The group of minerals commonly described as “metallic”, however, 

have specific resistivities much lower than ground waters. The 

induced polarization effect takes place at those interfaces where the 

mode of conduction changes from ionic in the solutions filling the 

interstices of the rock to electronic in the metallic minerals present 

in the rock. 

The blocking action or induced polarization mentioned 

above, which depends upon the chemical energies necessary to allow 

l-J 
the ions to give up or receive electrons from the metallic surface, 

increases with the time that a d. c. current is allowed to flow through 
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the rock; i. e. as ions pile up against the metallic interface the 

resistance to current flow increases. Eventually, there is enough 

polarization in the form of excess ions at the interfaces to effectively 

stop all current flow through the metallic particle. This polarization 

takes place at each of the infinite number of solution-metal interfaces 

in a mineralized rock. 

When the d. c. voltage used to create this d. c. current 

flow is cut off, the Coulomb forces between the charged ions forming 

the polarization cawe them to return to their normal position. This 

movement of charge creates a small current flow which can be 

measured on the surface of the ground as a decaying potential difference. 

From an alternate viewpoint it can be seen that if the 

direction of the current through the system is reversed repeatedly 

before the polarization occurs, the effective resistivity of the system 

as a whole will change as the frequency of the switching is changed. 

This is a consequence of the fact that the amount of current flowing 

through each metallic interface depends upon the length of time that 

current has been passing through it in one direction. 

The values of the “metal factor” or “M. F. ” are a measure 

of the amount of polarization present in the rock mass being surveyed. 

This parameter has been found to be very successful in mapping areas 

of sulphide mineralization, even those in which all other geophysical 

methods have been unsuccessful. The induced polarization measurement 

is more sensitive to sulphide content than other electrical measurements 
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because it is much mire dependent upon the sulphide content. As the 

sulphide content of a rock is increased, the “metal factor” of the rock 

increases much more rapidly than the resistivity decreases. 

Because of this increased sensitivity, it is possible to 

locate and outline zones of less than 10% sulphides that can’t be 

located by E. M. Methods, The method has been successful in locating 

the disseminated “porphyry copper ” type mineralization in the South- 

western United States. 

Measurements and experiments also indicate that it should 

be possible to locate most massive sulphide bodies at a greater depth 

with induced polarization than with E. M. 

Since there is no I. P. effect from any conductor unless it 

is metallic, the method is useful in checking E. M. anomalies that are 

suspected of being due to water filled shear zones or other ionic 

conductors. There is also no effect from conductive overburden, which 

frequently confkses E. M. results. It would appear from scale model 

experiments and calculations that the apparent metal factors measured 

over a mineralized zone are larger if the material overlying the zone 

is of low resistivity. 

Apropos of this, it should be stated that the induced 

polarization measurements indicate the total amount of metallic 

constituents in the rock. Thus all of the metallic minerals in the rock, 

such as pyrite, as well as the ore minerals chalcopyrite, chalcocite, 

galena, etc. are responsible for the induced polarization effect. Some 
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oxides such as magnetite, pyrolusite, chromite, and some forms of 

hematite also conduct by electrons and are metallic. All of the metallic 

minerals in the rock will contribute to the induced polarization effect 

measured on the surface. 

In the field procedure, measurements on the surface are 

made in a way that allows the effects of lateral changes in the properties 

of the ground to be separated from the effects of vertical changes in the 

properties. Current is applied to the ground at two points a distance 

(Xl apa=t. The potentials are measured at two other points (X) feet 

apart, in line with the current electrodes. The distance between the 

nearest current and potential electrodes is an integer number (N) times 

the basic distance (X). 

The measurements are made along a surveyed line, with 

a constant distance (NX) between the nearest current and potential 

electrodes. In most surveys, several traverses are made with various 

valuesof(N);i.e. (N): 1,2,3,4,etc. The kind of survey required 

(detailed or reconnaissance) decides the number of values of (N) used. 

In plotting the results, the values of the apparent resistivity 

and the apparent metal factor measured for each set of electrode 

positions are plotted at the intersection of grid lines, one from the 

center point of the current electrodes and the other from the center 

point of the potential electrodes. The resistivity values are plotted 

above the line and the metal factor values ‘below. The lateral displace- 

ment of a given value is determined by the location along the survey 
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line of the center point between the current and potential electrodes. 

The distance of the value from the line is determined by the distance 

(NX) between the current and potential electrodes when the measure- 

ment was made. 

The separation between sender and receiver electrodes is 

only one factor which determines the depth to which the ground is being 

sampled in any particular measurement. These plots then, when 

contoured; are not section maps of the electrical properties of the 

ground under the survey line. The interpretation of the results from 

any given survey must be carried out using the combined experience 

gained from field, model and theoretical investigations. The position of 

v the electrodes when anomalous values are measured must be used in the 

interpretation. 

In the field procedure, the interval over which the potential 

differences are measured is the same as the interval over which the 

electrodes are moved after a series of potential readings has been made. 

One of the advantages of the induced polarization method is that the 

same equipment can be used for both detailed and reconnaissance survey8 

merely by changing the distance (X) over which the electrodes are moved 

each time. In the past, intervals have been used ranging from 100 feet 

to 1000 feet for (X). In each case, the decision a8 to the distance (X) 

and the values of (N) is largely determined by the expected size of the 

4 
mineral deposit being sought, the size of the expected anomaly and the 

speed with which it is desired to progress. 
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The diagram in Figure 1 below demonstrates the method 

used in plotting the results. Each value of the apparent resistivity 

and the apparent “Metal factor” is plotted and identified by the position 

of the four electrodes when the measurement was made. It can be seen 

that the values measured for the larger values of (n) are plotted farther 

from the line indicating that the thickness of the layer of the earth that 

is being tested is greater than for the smaller values of (n); i. e. the 

depth of the measurement is increased. 

METHOD USED IN PLOTTING DIPOLE-DIPOLE 

lN&CED POLARIZATION AND RESISTIVITY RESULTS 

Stations on line 
v x = Electrode spread length 

n q Electrode seporotion 

n-1 
1.2.3,4 2,3-42 3,4-5.6 45-67 5.6-78 6.7-8.9 

n-2 MF M.F M.F MF MF 
12-4.5 2.3-5.6 3+6,7 4,5-7,e 5,649 

n-3 ME M.F M.F M.F 
1.25.6 2.3-6.7 3,4-7.8 4.5-89 Apparent Mdd FOdW 

n-4 M.F ME M,E 
P6.7 2.3-78 3.4-89 FIG. 
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1. ENTRQDUCTION 

At tke reqtieat of Mr. Hal Fleming, geophyeidat for the 

wmpesny, B brief induced polnrlantion and rseistivity survey bee been 

corriad out on part of the Dorel Claim Gxoup on b&elf of Kennco 

&xploretlone (Weotern) Limited. The property Ls fnceted In the Omineca 

Mining Bivieion in tbe northeast quadrant of tbe one degree quadrtleteral 

wlpse eoutbeert corner ts et 55*N - X25.W. 

A few lines were swveyd on the property to hate any cub- 

euxfwe m5nsra~ie~tion that might bs associated with fevouable geologIca 

,a& geochemicel indic,ations mapped by the Kepnco Eixploretions’ eteff. It 

was expected that any anomalour indic~~tions would have to be folIowed b 

a more complete survey at hiome future time. 

2. PRESIZPJTATION QF RESULT6 

The induced pola&+ation and resfstivity result6 are ahown tm 

the foIlowIng enclosed data p;lots. The results are plotted in the menne~ 
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described in the notes preceding this report. 

I&m o&w 

L&m ZOE 

Line A 

Dwg. I. P. 2904-l 

Dwg. I. P. 2904-2 

Dwg. I. P. 2904-3 

JSnclb6ted with thie report is Dwgt. Mfec. 3359, a plan map 

of the claim group sbowlng the lines earveyad. The ddfnite end possible 

induced polwieation anomalies cse indicated by soltd and broken bare 

retqectivdy on thie ~ian map ae well as the data pk&s, These bars 

regteeent the eurfaca projection of the anomalous 5onm4 a6 interpretad 

from the Iocation of the tranrrnitter and ~eceivor alectrodes whoa the 

anamalous values were measured. 

Since tho induced polarisation measurement is 8arsatially an 

averaging procsrs , a8 8re ei.l potential met&ode, it is frequently difficult 

to 8SJlCt& Qil42Ofat tb BOUXCB of otll OllOXIdy, CSTtaitiy, ZIG 6iUQMtiy CBP 

be located wttb more eccwaoy then the eprcad length; L. 8. when osing 

200’ epreado the position of a narrow eu+bide body caa otiy be detarmioed 

t0 ii8 b%tWaO~ tW0 @tatLOBe 200’ aQfHt. In order to locate 8ourc8~ at come 

depth, larger rgreads muet bs ueed, with a correegoading increase in the 

uacerteinties of location. Therefore, while the csnter of ths indicated 

anomaly probably corresponds fairly well with source, the length of the 

indicated anomaly along the line should aot be t&en to represent the curact 

edges of the anomaloue material. 

3. DISCUSSION OS RESULTS 

A light-weight recoanahaace I. P. unit wa8 used in the eurvey, 
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in ordet to epead up the survey in the as48 of rugged tertoln. The unit 

le battcprp powered, and weighs 70 pounds. There wa4 a large amount 

aE electrical noise measured in the Hogam Area while the survey was 

being made; aB a result it w44 difficult to make accurate frequency effect 

mearPurement~ for the larger values of (n) in regions where the apperant 

reel4tlvitleo wer4 low. Wh4n thexa was Borne noise present in the meaaure- 

merit, the vPlue4 are 5hown in brrcket4 on th? data plota, and the value4 

shown ohould be taken as minimums. When no measurements were poeelbl4 

due to noise, a quertlon mark ha4 bean plotted ln4tead of a reading. 

Several anomal$es were located in the reconn+lorancc I. R. 

euxvey cm th4 Dorel Group. The most definite 4r4 narrow anomalies at 

depth at 0 to 2E on Line R+OO and at 16s to 18s on Line ZOE. In both ca4e8, 

the mpximum apparent I. P. effects were meaeured for the larger valwe of 

fn), 40 the 4ource may not be observed at the surface. Additionat I. P. 

maamuremante ehould be made on the claim group, to out3ine the anomalous 

areae. 

McPHAit GiSORHYSICS LIMITED 

Dateds 3uI.y 18, 1962. 

Philip G. H&of, 
Geopby4leirt,.~ 
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ASSiZSSMENT DETAILS 

PROPERTY: Dorel Claim Group 

SPONSOR: Kennco Explorations (Western) 
Ltd. 

LOCATION: Hogem Area 

TYPE OF SURVEY: In&cad Polerieatlon 

OPERATING MAN. DAYS: 10 

E&UIVALFiNT 8 HR. MAN DAYS: 15 

CONSULTING MAN DAY&. 1 

DRAUGHTWG MAN DAYS: 1 

TOTAL MAN DAYS: .1’ 

COl$WLTANTS: 

MINING DIVISION: omkiece 

PROVINCE: British Colembia 

DAT& STARTED: June 24, 1962 

DATe F3NISHED: June 26, 1962 

NUMBER OF STATIONS OGCUPIED: 
44 

NUbfBEiR OF READINGS TAKENr 
.304 

MILES OF LINE SURVEY=: 1.6 

Phiup 0. Hallof, 5 Minorca Place, Don Mills, Onterio 

FJIELD TECHNICLANS: 
J. Lee t 264 Oriole Parkway, Toronto 7, Onterio 
G. MecKay, R. R. W3, Tiverton, Ontario 
3 Helpere * supplid by eliens 

DRAUGHTSMEN: 
F. 5%. Peer, 38 Torrens Avenue, Toronto 6, Ontario 
R. MacKenzie, 55 Shannon Drive, tjcarbor~ugh, Ontario 

McPNAR GEOPHYSICS LfMITED 

Dated: July 18, 1962 



SUMMARY OF COST 

Hogan Area - Dorel Croq 

2 days Opereting 
1 day Bad Weather 

ExpBUJae 

G $17O.OO/day $340.00 
6 $ 50. ooiday 50.00 

Airfare - 2 men - Watson Leke - Vancouver - 
Tortmto $46.00 : 

Alrfrelgbt - Zquipment 31.98 ’ 
Trevel dxxgen~e~ - 2 men ( Accommodation and 

MWlB) .* 90.48 
$480.48 

MCPHAR GEOPHPSICS &lMITJSD 

Dated: July 18, 1962. 

Philip 0. HAlof, 
Geophyeiciet. 
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CERTIFICATE 

I, Philip George Hallof, of the City of Toronto, Provinccp 

of Ont&wio, do hereby certify that: 

1. I am a geophysicist restding at 9 Minerca Place, Don Milla 

(Toronto), Ontario. 

2. I am e graduate of the Mama&us&to Inetltuto of Tacbnology 

with a IS. S. Dsgrae (1952) in Geology and Geophycice, and a Bh, D. Degree 

(1957) in Geopbyrics. 

3. I em a member of the Society of EZxploration Geophyoiciats 

and the European Association of EHpforation Geophysicista. 

4. I h8ve been practising my profearfon for ten years. 

5. I have no direct or indirect interest, nor do I expect to recsive 

any interest, direct oz indirect, in the property or eecoriti~s of Kemco 

D+oratioas (Weetern) Limited. 

6. The atatemants made fn this report 8r8 baaed on a study of 

published literature end uapubliehad private reports and gsophysicpl data. 

Dated at Toronte 

This i&h day of July 1962 

’ “LY 










